The recent development of light-activated optogenetic probes allows for the identification and manipulation of specific neural populations and their connections in awake animals with unprecedented spatial and temporal precision. This review describes the use of optogenetic tools to investigate neurons and neural circuits in vivo. We describe the current panel of optogenetic probes, methods of targeting these probes to specific cell types in the nervous system, and strategies of photostimulating cells in awake, behaving animals. Finally, we survey the application of optogenetic tools to studying functional neuroanatomy, behavior and the etiology and treatment of various neurological disorders.
Optogenetics
The mammalian brain is composed of billions of neurons interconnected into circuits by trillions of synapses [1] . Some neural systems have been difficult to describe anatomically, such as the exquisitely complicated wiring of the cerebral cortex, whereas other neural systems are relatively wellcharacterized, such as the circuits that mediate vision, motor movements, breathing/respiration and sleep/wake architecture. However, even these systems require functional dissection so that the relative contributions of individual cell types and their synaptic connections can be discerned. Perturbing one element in a neural circuit is especially difficult in vivo, where the complex environment of the brain in an awake, behaving animal imposes obstacles to the stimulation, inhibition or manipulation of biochemical signaling events in specific cell types.
Traditionally, cells and synapses have been manipulated using electrical, physical, pharmacological, and genetic methods ( Figure 1 ) [2] . Although much progress has been made using these classical techniques, considerable drawbacks prevent their use in the study of neural circuits with fine spatial and temporal precision in vivo. Electrical and physical techniques are not spatially precise and can cause stimulation, inhibition, or inactivation of surrounding cells and processes. Pharmacological and genetic methods exhibit improved spatial selectivity but lack temporal resolution at the scale of single action potentials.
To overcome these limitations, a new set of tools collectively referred to as 'optogenetics' [3] has been developed to precisely stimulate [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , inhibit [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , or alter biochemical activity [17, 18] in specific cells or their processes with high temporal precision and rapid reversibility. These probes are activated by light ('opto-') and are geneticallyencoded ('-genetics'), allowing for the direct control of specific populations of cells in vitro and in vivo ( Figure 1 ) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The unprecedented spatial and temporal precision of these tools has allowed substantial progress in elucidating the structure and function of previously intractable neural circuits.
This review highlights the use of optogenetic probes to investigate neural circuits in vivo. We survey the diversity of optogenetic tools in behavioral neuroscience, discussing common strategies of cell-type specific targeting and in vivo light delivery. We also describe common and theoretical methods for investigating neural circuits in awake, behaving animals and review some of the optogenetic studies that represent important progress in our understanding of neural circuits in normal behavior and disease. For more detail on the discovery and biophysical characterization of optogenetic probes, please see other excellent reviews [24] [25] [26] .
Optogenetic probes
Although there are notable exceptions (Box 1), the most commonly-used optogenetic probes are engineered versions of natural opsins, light-sensitive membrane-bound proteins that translocate ions across the plasma membrane in response to stimulation by specific wavelengths of light [25] . These probes can be classified as either causing a membrane depolarization, membrane hyperpolarization or a change in intracellular signaling ( Figure 2 ).
Probes that depolarize the membrane Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) is a nonspecific cation channel naturally expressed by the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [10] . ChR2 absorbs blue light with an absorption peak of 480 nm, causing a conformational change from the all-trans-retinal chromophore complex to 13-cis-retinal [27] . This switch causes a subsequent conformational change in the transmembrane protein, opening the pore over 6 Å and allowing H + , Na + , K + and Ca 2+ ions to passively diffuse across the membrane [10, 27] . Importantly, 13-cis-retinal relaxes back to the all-trans form within milliseconds, closing the pore and stopping the flow of ions into or out of the cell.
ChR2 has several features that make it particularly attractive as a neuroscience probe to depolarize neurons. First, the channel can be activated very rapidly and closes quickly upon light offset. Therefore, single action potentials can be generated with a brief pulse of blue light, with no long-lasting residual effects of stimulation. Second, standard cell culture media has sufficient retinal to allow for the ChR2 apoprotein to become a light-sensitive haloprotein, and retinal is already present in most vertebrate cells in the form of vitamin A. Therefore, the addition of exogenous retinal is unnecessary when probing vertebrate neural systems. However, exogenous application is necessary for invertebrate systems. Finally, ChR2 is a genetically-encoded protein, allowing cell-specific targeting with characterized promoter and enhancer elements. Therefore, ChR2 does not need to be loaded into neurons via glass pipettes or iontophoresis like other photosensitive probes. Taken together, these properties have made ChR2 an extremely attractive probe for stimulating neurons with millisecond-precise temporal resolution [4, 9] .
After the development and characterization of ChR2 as a neurobiological probe, two strategies were used to expand the diversity of stimulatory optogenetic tools. One strategy was to search the genomes of other microbial organisms for light-regulated proteins. This approach led to the discovery of Volvox Channelrhodopsin-1 (VChR1) from the multicellular green algae Volvox carteri [5] . Instead of absorbing blue light, VChR1 absorbs light with a peak wavelength of 535 nm, allowing photostimulation of neurons with yellow light. Therefore, VChR1 penetrates deeper into neural tissue, exhibits lower spectral overlap with the Ca 2+ indicator dyes used for neural imaging, and can be used in combination with ChR2 to differentially stimulate two neural populations in the same animal.
Another strategy used is genetic modification. For example, in some experiments it is desirable to stimulate neurons over long time periods (seconds to minutes) without constant blue light illumination that can cause undesirable heating in the brain. A series of three step-function opsins (SFOs) were created by substituting Cys 128 in ChR2 with Thr, Ala, or Ser [6] . These alterations effectively mutated ChR2 so that a single brief pulse of blue light causes a stable step in membrane potential for up to 30-60 s before the channel eventually closes. A single pulse of yellow light immediately closes the channel. Therefore, SFOs in neurons can be used to precisely turn on (and off) membrane depolarizations, avoid undesirable heating effects from long-term blue light stimulation, and even stimulate neurons at subthreshold levels to allow endogenous synaptic inputs to drive neural activity.
Other mutations to ChR2 seek to improve upon the inherent temporal limitations of the channel, including the occurrence of extra spikes in response to a single light pulse, the inability to fire above $40 Hz, and the possibility of plateau potentials of 10 mV or more following rapid spike trains. Chimeric combinations of ChR2 and ChR1, Figure 1 . Strategies to manipulate neural activity in vivo. Cells in the nervous system reside in heterogeneous populations composed of different subtypes (here depicted as different colors). Electrical microstimulation techniques have high temporal precision but affect all cells and fibers surrounding the electrode. Physical probes irreversibly ablate or reversibly cool cells to reduce neural activity, but also affect all cells and fibers surrounding the electrode. Pharmacological injection of a drug might be able to target a particular cell-type based on cell-specific protein expression, but the drug could remain in the system for minutes or hours after injection. Genetic inactivation of specific cells (such as the cells depicted in blue) also lacks temporal precision and is often irreversible. Optogenetic stimulation or inhibition of cells using light allows for cell-type specific targeting of optogenetic probes (such as the cells depicted in blue) with millisecond-timescale precision of activation.
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Box 1. Nonrhodopsin-based optogenetic modulation of neurons
Although the majority of optogenetic probes are engineered mutants of natural microbial-opsin proteins, an increasing number of nonrhodopsin-based probes are also enhancing our understanding of neural circuits [1, 25] . For example, SPARK ('Synthetic Photoswitchable Azobenzene-Regulated K + ') channels are modified Shaker potassium channels, genetically engineered to be coupled to a photoswitchable ligand [83] . Illumination with UV light promotes the flux of K + ions through the channel, which hyperpolarizes the neuron and inhibits action potentials. Visible light blocks SPARK channels, allowing action potential firing. These channels represent the first use of a light-activated ion channel to regulate neural firing, although so far these channels have only been used in vitro.
Photoswitchable ligands have also been genetically combined with glutamate receptors to create LiGluR, a light-gated iontropic glutamate receptor [84] . Stimulation of LiGluR with 500 nm light activates the glutamate receptor, whereas 380 nm illumination turns it off. An alternative channel exhibits reversed activation spectra, with 380 nm light turning the receptor on and 500 nm light turning the receptor off [85] . This channel has been used in vitro and in vivo [86] . For example, LiGluR was recently used in zebrafish to demonstrate that photostimulation of one neuron, the KolmerAgduhr cell, is sufficient to induce a symmetrical tail beating sequence that mimics spontaneous slow forward swimming [87] . Thus, LiGluR-mediated optogenetic modulation demonstrated that a single cell could act as a central pattern generator that generates periodic motor commands for rhythmic movements. another channel from C. reinhardtii [28] , has led to the development of the ChEF channel, which undergoes only 33% inactivation during persistent blue light stimulation as compared with 77% for ChR2 [7] . The ChIEF channel is a further mutant version of ChEF that accelerates the rate of channel closure while retaining reduced activation, leading to more consistent responses when stimulated above 25 Hz [7] . Finally, the ChETA channel is a mutant version of ChR2 in which Glu 123 is replaced with Thr, profoundly reducing extra spikes in response to blue light, eliminating plateau potentials, and allowing for sustained spike trains up to at least 200 Hz [8] .
At present, only ChR2 has been used in vivo, but future studies will utilize the larger diversity of stimulatory optogenetic probes. Furthermore, the discovery of additional light-activated cation channels and continued genetic engineering of variants of known channels with altered kinetic, spectral, and trafficking properties will expand the toolkit of optogenetic probes that can precisely affect membrane depolarization in response to various frequencies, wavelengths and intensities of light.
Probes that hyperpolarize the membrane The first microbial opsin to gain prominence as a tool for inhibiting neural activity [11, 12] was halorhodopsin (NpHR), a light-driven Cl -pump naturally expressed by the halobacterium Natronomonas pharaonis [29] [30] [31] . NpHR actively pumps Cl -ions into cells in response to yellow light with peak absorption at 570 nm. Similar to ChR2, NpHR utilizes all-trans retinal as its chromophore and therefore can also be used in vertebrate systems without exogenous cofactors. Unlike ChR2, substantial mutagenesis was required to achieve high levels of expression in neurons. A second generation of NpHR, enhanced halorhodopsin (eNpHR), improved trafficking to the membrane by improving the signal peptide sequence and adding an endoplasmic reticulum export signal [13, 14] . Third generation constructs (eNpHR3.0) provided a threefold increase in photocurrent and a twofold increase in membrane hyperpolarization over eNpHR owing to the addition of membrane trafficking sequences [15] .
Recently, additional proteins from bacteriorhodopsins have been discovered and characterized that can be used to inhibit neural activity in response to light. Instead of actively pumping Cl -ions into a cell, these proteins function as light-driven proton pumps. Archaerhodopsin-3 (aR-3, also called 'Arch') proteins are derived from Halorubrum sodomense and allow near-100% silencing of neurons in vivo in response to yellow light with efficiency comparable to eNpHR3.0 [16] . Two other bacterial rhodopsins, Mac proteins from Leptosphaeria maculans and bacteriorhodopsin (BR) from Halobacterium salinarum (and its enhanced, second-generation derivative, eBR), allow silencing of neurons in response to blue-green light [15, 16] . Therefore, hyperpolarizing optogenetic tools now exist in the blue-green and yellow spectra of light, allowing for combinatorial dissection of two neural subtypes in the same preparation. High-throughput genomic screens will hopefully reveal additional channels that can increase the diversity of inhibitory optogenetic tools for future use.
Probes that manipulate intracellular signaling
In addition to electrical signals from ion channels, neurons are also modulated by intracellular signaling events initiated by cell surface receptors that culminate in not only a change in neuronal electrical activity, but also changes in gene expression, synaptic plasticity, and downstream protein cascades. Because rhodopsins belong to the G proteincoupled receptor (GPCR) family of seven-transmembrane domain receptors, it is theoretically possible to design synthetic rhodopsin-GPCR chimeras that combine the light responsive elements of rhodopsin with the biochemical signaling functionality of specific GPCRs [25, [32] [33] [34] . The first chimeras introduced light-sensitivity to the G qcoupled a 1a -adrenergic receptor and the G s -coupled-b 2 -adrenergic receptor [17] . Termed Opto-XRs, these chimeric receptors demonstrated the potential to regulate appropriate signaling cascades in response to blue light [17] . Recently, this strategy has also been applied to develop an Opto-XR that precisely controls serotonin signaling through the 5-HT(1A) receptor [18] . Future chimeric proteins will hopefully allow for precise control of other GPCR signaling systems including neurotransmitter and neuropeptide receptors. Taken together, these probes ( Figure 2 ) collectively form an unprecedented toolbox for the genetic dissection of neural circuits. The utility of these probes is dependent on the specificity in which they are genetically targeted to specific neurons of interest. Therefore, we next describe optogenetic gene delivery strategies for in vivo targeting to specific neuronal populations.
Optogenetic gene delivery strategies
The most common method of delivering optogenetic transgenes into the nervous system is to infect cells with a replication deficient virus, typically a lentivirus or adeno-associated virus (AAV), that contains the transgene of interest driven by a short promoter or enhancer element [1] . Cell-type specific promoters that have been used to drive optogenetic transgenes include EF1a (strong, ubiquitous expression) [35] [36] [37] , synapsinI (expression limited to neurons) [11] , CAMKII (expression limited to excitatory neurons) [4, 38] , and GFAP (expression limited to astrocytes) [38] . There are a small number of short (<3 kb) promoters that ensure targeting to specific cell-types in the brain, such as the ppHcrt promoter that targets hypocretin (HCRT)-expressing neurons in the lateral hypothalamus [39] , or the synthetic PRSx8 promoter that targets noradrenergic and adrenergic neurons that express dopamine beta hydroxylase [40, 41] . Unfortunately, the short promoters that fit in viral vectors (<3 kb) often do not retain cell-type specificity [1] .
Optogenetic constructs with much longer promoter sequences can be utilized in mice generated with transgenic technologies. For example, the Thy-1 promoter is used to drive high expression levels of a transgene in a random subset of neurons [1] . Founders of these Thy-1 lines are selected for expression patterns based on the needs of the investigator. Several transgenic mouse lines [42, 43] and one transgenic rat line [44] carry ChR2 under the Thy-1 promoter. Other transgenic mouse lines use Thy-1 to drive expression of NpHR [14] .
In utero electroporation can be used to introduce optogenetic transgenes at specific developmental timepoints. For example, transgenes can be delivered to specific cortical layers of the brain by electroporating mice at embryonic day E12.5 (layers V and VI), E13.5 (layer IV), or E15.5 (layers II and III) [22] . Several studies have used this approach to deliver ChR2 to specific cortical layers for subsequent photostimulation when the mice reach adulthood [20, 45, 46] . In utero electroporation can also be used to deliver optogenetic transgenes to inhibitory neurons of the striatum or hippocampus [1] .
Viral, transgenic, and in utero electroporation strategies can be used in combination to overcome the weak transcriptional activity of most endogenous promoters [22] . For example, conditional AAV vectors that carry Cre-dependent transgene cassettes under the control of strong, ubiquitous promoters such as EF1a have been developed that exploit numerous transgenic mouse lines from individual labs, GENSAT [47] , and the Allen Brain Institute [48] that express Cre recombinase in specific cell types. The tissue specificity of optogenetic transgene expression is prescribed by the promoter elements driving Cre, whereas the efficiency of transgene expression is prescribed by the Ef1a promoter [49] . Multiple optogenetic studies have capitalized on this excellent system [35] [36] [37] .
Finally, it is possible to specify expression of optogenetic transgenes using anatomical-based cell targeting [15] .
The combination of viral, transgenic, physical, and anatomical gene targeting technologies provides scientists with multiple strategies for expressing optogenetic probes in specific neural populations. These technologies also allow for the expression of probes in non-traditional genetic model organisms, such as rats and primates. Often, the first step in optogenetic studies is to validate the correct expression of an optogenetic probe (tagged with a reporter protein) using histological techniques. The next step is to target the brain for in vivo light delivery, which we describe below.
Optogenetic light delivery strategies
In addition to targeting specific cell populations with optogenetic transgenes, it is necessary to deliver light. In vitro light delivery to cultured neurons or brain slices can be achieved using conventional light sources such as halogen/ xenon arc lamps, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers, all of which can be directly coupled to the light path of a microscope [22] . In vivo light delivery is more challenging because surgical implants must be stereotaxically placed adjacent to target regions and therefore must penetrate the skull. Light must be delivered very close to target regions because mammalian brain tissue scatters light exponentially, with only $10% of light intensity remaining at a distance $500 mm from the light source [39, 50] . Furthermore, light delivery systems must not weigh more than a freely moving mouse can carry and should cause minimal disruption to natural behaviors.
At present, the most common method for delivering light in vivo is to implant a guide cannula for placement of a lightweight fiber optic cable (Figure 3a ) [50] . This strategy allows targeting of relatively deep brain structures. Mice can tolerate up to 300 mm diameter fibers and rats can tolerate up to 400 mm fibers. Optical fibers are typically connected to a laser diode, although it is also possible to connect to a LED. The challenge of using optical fibers within guide cannulas is that fiber breakage can result from repeated insertion through the cannula guide, resulting in a clogged cannula and loss of an animal subject. Therefore, many investigators now permanently implant a short fiber segment in the target region [22] .
During experiments, this short fiber can be coupled to a longer fiber connected to a laser by a custom fiber-to-fiber connector. This strategy avoids fiber breakage and reduces the likelihood of infection as a result of environmental exposure through the cannula.
For optical modulation of superficial cortical neurons, small LEDs can be mounted above the brain over a cranial glass window (Figure 3b) [20, 51] . These LEDs are powerful enough to deliver light to all cortical layers and thin enough not to add significant weight to a mouse.
Additional detail about optogenetic probes, as well as technical details about gene and light delivery in vivo, can be found in other excellent reviews and protocols [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Detailed information about obtaining and using optogenetic transgenes can be found at the 'Optogenetics Resource Center' website (http://www.stanford.edu/group/ dlab/optogenetics/) maintained by the laboratory of Karl Deisseroth.
Strategies for studying neural circuits using optogenetics The simplest form of optogenetic experiments (although simple does not imply easy) involves transducing a population of neurons with an optogenetic transgene and investigating the effect of directly stimulating/inhibiting these cells on animal behavior or neural activity in a downstream brain region (Figure 4b,c) . For example, photostimulation of hypocretin-expressing neurons is sufficient to cause sleep-to-wake transitions [39] , and microstimulation in the mouse barrel cortex can drive a sensory-induced learning task [51] .
Instead of stimulating the soma of cells transduced with optogenetic transgenes, it is often also possible to stimulate their distal projections (Figure 4d ) to measure functional post-synaptic activity in downstream neurons. For example, the relative contributions of thalamocortical versus corticothalamic projections in feedforward excitation/inhibition circuits were studied by transducing thalamic neurons with ChR2 and stimulating their projections in the cortex, or transducing cortical neurons with ChR2 and stimulating their projections in the thalamus [52] .
Stimulating fiber projections rather than somas can also be helpful in determining whether behavioral effects of stimulating a specific cell population are mediated by specific synaptic connections in a downstream population. For example, a recent study demonstrated that stimulation of either layer V motor neurons in the motor cortex or their afferent projections to the subthalamic nucleus is sufficient to relieve the symptoms of Parkinson's disease [38] .
If two neural populations project to the same area, it is theoretically possible to dissect their functional role in behavior and anatomy by using combinatorial optogenetics and transducing each with ChR2 or VChR1, given that both optogenetic probes are activated by different wavelengths of light (Figure 4e,f) . Finally, it is also possible to investigate whether the gain of activity in one neural population affects the role of another population in mediating behavior or neural activity in downstream regions (Figure 4 g,h) . For example, if a population of neurons causes a behavior and projects to a downstream region, it might be possible to transduce the neurons with ChR2 and the downstream region with eNpHR. Thus, optogenetics could be used to stimulate one region while simultaneously inhibiting the other. Alternatively, the downstream region could be targeted with a SFO to increase the membrane potential to determine whether the gain of activity in this region affects ChR2-mediated effects of the upstream population.
Many of these strategies have been used to study functional neuroanatomy, behavior and neurological ailments. We now survey many of these excellent studies to highlight the optogenetic modulation of neural circuits in vivo.
Optogenetic investigation of functional neuroanatomy
The first use of ChR2 as a neurobiological probe was to map anatomical connections in the brain by stimulating presynaptic neurons expressing ChR2 and measuring activity in postsynaptic neurons. This method was first demonstrated in three seminal studies that mapped connections between the olfactory bulb and piriform cortex [42] , connections between different layers of cerebral cortex [43] , and long-range callosal cortical projections from one hemisphere to the other [53] .
These mapping techniques have revealed previously intractable information about functional neuroanatomy. For example, a class of polymodal nociceptive neurons necessary for transducing mechanical but not thermal pain was shown to connect with a broad range of second-order spinal cord neurons rather than preferentially targeting dedicated labeled-line neurons [54] . The hypothesis that synaptically-released glutamate could release GABA from GABAergic interneurons through direct action on GABAergic terminals was disproved, and the functional connectivity between glutamate presynaptic terminals and GABAergic somatodendritic integration was mapped with high spatial precision [45] . A study of the functional role of adult neurogenesis showed that newborn adult granule cells targeted with ChR2 form functional synapses with interneurons, mossy cells and CA3 cells of the hippocampus [55] . Activity in horizontal projections from cortical neurons in layer 2/3 selectively suppressed activity in superficial layers while activating deeper layers [46] . The organization of excitatory inputs to pyramidal neurons in layers 3, 5A, and 5B in somatosensory cortex was mapped with exquisite precision and sensitivity, revealing high specificity of functional connectivity from thalamus, motor cortex and local excitatory interneurons [56] . These studies represent just a few of many examples of high-quality investigations of functional connectivity between different populations of neurons. Furthermore, the application of optogenetics to study connections in the thalamus, peripheral nervous system, spinal cord, cortex and hippocampus demonstrates the utility of optogenetic experiments in virtually any location in the nervous system.
Optogenetic investigation of neural circuits in health and disease Many studies have used optogenetic technology to investigate the neural circuitry that underlies mammalian behavior and the etiology of various neurological disorders. Optogenetic probes have also proved useful in studying nonmammalian systems (Box 2). Below, we highlight recent studies that demonstrate the utility of using optogenetics to answer questions about health and disease.
Retinal degeneration
Retinal degeneration is characterized by the progressive loss of rod and cone photoreceptors. Previous attempts to restore vision using prosthetic devices that electrically stimulate retinal cells have not yet yielded propitious
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Box 2. Optogenetics in nonmammalian species
In addition to mice, rats and primates, optogenetic probes have proven highly useful in studying nonmammalian species also, including Caenorhabditis elegans [88] , Drosophila [89] and zebrafish [90, 91] . In Drosophila, ChR2 was expressed in neurons that express a transcription factor called 'abnormal chemosensory jump 6' (acj6) [92] . Activity in these neurons was shown to be necessary for a wildtype startle response whereas photostimulation was sufficient to generate an escape response. Optogenetic probes have also been used to study behavior in Drosophila larvae to show the neuronal basis of odor-aversion behavior [93] and the detection of nociceptive stimuli [94] .
ChR2 has also been useful for dissecting the neural basis of behavior in zebrafish, including escape behaviors [95] and generation of saccades [96] . Recently, NpHR was used to localize swim command circuitry to a small hindbrain region [97] . The kinetics of hindbrain-generated control of swimming behavior was studied by the combination of loss-of-function experiments using NpHR and gain-of-function studies using ChR2, demonstrating the ability to interrogate neural circuitry at high spatial and temporal resolution, even in an aquatic species.
Review
Trends in Molecular Medicine April 2011, Vol. 17, No. 4 results [44, 57] . Targeting ChR2 to retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) or bipolar cells could theoretically restore light sensitivity to mammalian models of retinal degeneration in which most rods and cones are genetically ablated [44] . Indeed, expression of ChR2 in either RGCs [58] or bipolar cells [59] can restore visual sensitivity to mice with mutations that cause rod and cone degeneration, as well as in rat models of retinal degeneration caused either by genetic mutation [60] or toxic light exposure [44] .
Because photons of light naturally cause hyperpolarization of photoreceptors, NpHR can potentially be used in these cells to restore vision. Interestingly, expression of NpHR in the inner retinal layer can restore OFF responses whereas combined expression of NpHR and ChR2 in RGCs can produce ON, OFF, or even ON-OFF responses depending on the wavelength of light used [61] . The expression of eNpHR in light-insensitive cone photoreceptors (which are intermediate stages of retinal degeneration) can substitute for the native phototransduction cascade and restores light sensitivity in two mouse models of retinal degeneration [62] . Importantly, this treatment leads to normal activity in cone photoreceptors and RGCs in response to yellow light stimulation and allows mice to respond to changes in light intensity and the direction of motion.
In parallel, other studies have demonstrated the utility of using viral vectors to deliver optogenetic transgenes into mammalian retinal cells for long-term expression [63] [64] [65] . In human ex vivo retinas, eNpHR expression is nontoxic and can reactivate light-insensitive human photoreceptors [62] . These results demonstrate the promise of using optogenetics to treat various forms of blindness in humans, and various prosthetic devices, such as specialized glasses that increase light intensity, have been proposed to enhance environmental visual stimuli specifically for ChR2-or eNpHR-transduced neurons in the retina [57] .
Parkinson's disease
Parkinson's disease is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by the selective loss of dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, resulting in muscle rigidity and a loss of physical movement. Two recent studies used optogenetic techniques to dissect the neural circuitry underlying parkinsonian neural circuitry in the basal ganglia [38, 66] . In one study, optogenetic probes were used to systematically drive or inhibit an array of distinct circuit elements in neurons, glia and fiber projections in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) of freely moving rodent models of Parkinson's disease [38] . Parkinsonian-like symptoms were relieved only by stimulating afferent axons projecting to the STN, demonstrating a mechanism by which deep brain stimulation might relieve symptoms in humans. In another study, the relative contributions of the dopamine D1-receptor and D2-receptor expressing neurons in the striatum were studied by selectively targeting each with ChR2 [66] . Stimulation of D1-expressing neurons in the striatum reduced parkinsonian-like symptoms in a mouse model of the disease whereas stimulation of D2-expressing neurons caused symptoms in wild-type mice. Taken together, these results enhance our understanding of the functional connections within the basal ganglia and present therapeutic strategies for ameliorating parkinsonian motor deficits, opening the possibility of using optogenetics in human patients [67] .
Breathing/respiration
Spinal cord or brainstem injury can lead to paralysis or, in serious cases, the inability to breathe. However, the neural circuitry involved in mediating or repairing respiration is not fully understood. Following cervical dislocation in adult animals, ChR2-mediated photostimulation of phrenic motor neurons was sufficient to recover respiratory diaphragmatic motor activity [68] . In the brainstem, stimulation of the retrotrapezoid nucleus produced long-lasting activation of breathing [40] whereas stimulation of the ventrolateral medulla increased sympathetic nerve activity and blood pressure [41] . Interestingly, a recent report showed that astrocytes in the ventrolateral medulla directly sense changes in pH and regulate breathing by releasing ATP onto adjacent neurons [69] . These studies reveal the contributions of neural and non-neural cell types in the brainstem and spinal cord that regulate a central autonomic process.
Sleep/wake circuitry
The neural basis of the sleep/wake cycle involves a balance between activity in populations of neurons that promote arousal and those that promote sleep [70] . The first use of optogenetics to study these circuits used lentiviral gene delivery to target ChR2 to HCRT-expressing neurons in the lateral hypothalamus [39] . Dysregulation of the HCRT system, either the peptides or their receptors, causes the sleep disorder narcolepsy. Photostimulation of ChR2-transduced HCRT neurons increased the probability of sleep-to-wake transitions [39] and increased neuronal activity in downstream wake-promoting nuclei [71] .
Recently, it was also shown that optogenetic stimulation of the locus coeruleus (LC) produces immediate sleep-towake transitions whereas optogenetic inhibition causes a decrease in wakefulness [72] . Furthermore, sustained stimulation of the LC results in a behavioral state resembling cataplexy, a reversible period of muscle atonia that is a hallmark of narcolepsy. These results suggest that the LC maintains wakefulness but that overstimulation can cause behavioral arrests similar to those seen in neuropsychiatric disorders.
Reward
The neural circuits that mediate reward and addiction have been well-characterized, but the relative contributions of distinct tonic versus phasic activity patterns in participating brain structures, as well as the relative contributions of various neurotransmitter systems, have remained unknown [73] . Using optogenetics, selective phasic photostimulation of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area was sufficient to drive behavioral conditioning whereas tonic activity was not [35] . Stimulation of dopaminergic neurons in the VTA co-released glutamate into the nucleus accumbens in addition to dopamine, demonstrating that mesolimbic reward signaling might involve glutamatergic transmission [74, 75] . Optical stimulation of a1-adrenergic receptors in the nucleus accumbens but not optical stimulation of b 2 -adrenergic receptors or ChR2-transduced accumbens neurons showed a robust increase in place preference during behavioral conditioning [17] . Future studies will probe this circuitry in paradigms of self-stimulation and addiction.
Gamma rhythms and cortical circuit performance
Cortical gamma oscillations (20-80 Hz) predict increases in focused attention, but the neural basis of these rhythms, and their role in mediating cortical circuit performance, remain unknown. ChR2-mediated photostimulation of Pv interneurons amplified gamma oscillations whereas eNpHR-mediated photoinhibition suppressed gamma oscillations [36, 37] . Furthermore, gamma-frequency modulation of excitatory input enhanced signal transduction in cortical regions, reducing circuit noise and amplifying circuit signals. These studies provide the first causal evidence that distinct network activity states can be induced in vivo by cell-type specific activation of Pv neurons and suggest a potential mechanism for the altered gammafrequency synchronization and cognition in schizophrenia and autism [36, 37] .
In addition to the neurological studies described above, optogenetic probes have been used to investigate many other aspects of health and disease, including associative fear memory [76] [77] [78] , epilepsy [79] , the blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect during functional magnetic resonance imaging [80] , and more. The application of optogenetics to primates [81] opens the possibility of using these tools to investigate higher-order cognitive tasks such as perception and decision-making.
Concluding remarks
Although optogenetic technology has only existed for 5 years, dozens of studies have utilized these tools to answer important questions about anatomy, behavior and disease. These methods permit direct investigation and dissection of complicated neural circuits that would otherwise be intractable for in vivo study.
However, there is still substantial room for growth. For example, to allow for 'combinatorial optogenetics' and the ability to stimulate multiple cell types in the same tissue preparation, it will be necessary to engineer a panel of channels that each respond to different wavelengths of light. This will be similar to the mutations made to green fluorescent protein (GFP) that allow variants of this protein to exhibit excitation and emission wavelengths across the visible spectrum of light [82] . To limit the potential side effects of heat, it will also be desirable to increase the conductance of various channels so that less light stimulation is necessary. To better mimic endogenous neural activity, it will be interesting to record natural patterns of neural firing and then use these recordings to 'play-back' neural stimulation in patterns of light pulses. Finally, to use optogenetics therapeutically, it will be necessary to develop gene delivery strategies and light delivery implants that are amenable to human patients.
Even though there is room for growth, the contemporary optogenetic toolkit can be applied to many previously intractable questions ranging from what motivates us to eat and drink to the neural basis of complex decision making. The use of light to study the brain has proved to be a remarkably useful strategy, and indeed the future of optogenetics seems very bright.
